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MATTERS OF COPYRIGHT
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Harmondsworth	 1963	 and	 Ebury,	 London	 1987.	 Reproduced	 by	
permission	of	The	Random	House	Group	Limited.
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Ringwood	1996.	Reproduced	by	permission	of	Stephanie	Alexander	
and	Penguin	Books,	Australia.
Extract	from	Margaret	Fulton,	The Encyclopedia of Food and Cookery,	
Reed	Books,	1983.	Reproduced	by	permission	of	Margaret	Fulton.
Cooking	 instructions	 appear	within	 the	 text.	 I	 have	 endeavoured	 to	
acknowledge	their	sources	within	the	main	text	of	the	play.	Intending	
producers,	 actors	 or	 cooks	 are	 referred	 to	 these	works	 for	 further	
information	and	actual	recipes.	
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CHARACTERS

laurel,	the	mother
megan (meg),	her	daughter	(pronounced	‘Meggan’	as	in	‘egg’)
the man,	an	authority	on	food	matters,	cookery	and	culinary	lore.	
He	also	plays	the	shadows	of:

	 the dancer

 the spaniard

 mehmet

 the fathers, hugh and	fred

Note:	In	the	present	life	of	the	play,	laurel	is	in	her	early	70s	and		
meg	her	early	40s.	The	women	play	up	or	down	as	necessary.	It	
is	essential	that	the	actor	who	plays	meg	displays	considerable	
skill	and	expertise	in	the	kitchen,	especially	in	her	use	of	knives.

SETTING

One	kitchen,	representing	many	kitchens.	Composite,	minimal	or	
stylised,	yet	at	the	same	time	functional,	with	some	practical	
features	and	at	least	one	working	stovetop	burner	or	element.	
Running	water?	Shelves	of	cookery	books?

An	exit	from	one	side	of	the	kitchen	to	a	kitchen	garden.
A	kitchen	stool.
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Prologue

Lights up, to reveal laurel holding a single lemon.
Apart, her daughter meg, holding a mortar and pestle. 
Between them, on a kitchen bench ‘island’, stand some half dozen Fowl-
ers Vacola-type preserving jars, sealed and stoppered. Each jar contains 
an ingredient in one of its forms—mushrooms, eggplants, tomatoes etc. 
Preserved in a clear liquid suspension, luminous and glowing, the effect 
is reminiscent of an anatomical display, or science experiment.
laurel is in her kitchen. She is cooking. She is remembering another 
time, in another kitchen. She has forgotten what is on her stove top. 
Whatever it is will soon burst into flames.
meg is in a different kitchen in a different time. She is trying a new taste.
meg: In the kitchen, eyes closed, mouth open to receive. like a small 

bird craving sustenance.
laurel: In the kitchen, holding the last pear, taking a bite from the pear 

and laughing, mouth full: ‘Want some? Want some?’
meg: First a fragrance. Faintest trace… That spice?
laurel: My two hands coated in buttery, sugary muck…
meg: Mace? Nutmeg? Which?
laurel: Pinching it together…
meg: Tell me!
laurel: rubbing it together between fingers and thumb… 
meg: What is this?
laurel: Butter, flour, sugar, salt…
meg: What are you feeding me?
laurel: our secret spice! 
meg: Cold steel over lips, tongue…
laurel: ‘Write it down…!’ ‘I am writing it down!’
meg: Then in the mouth, fullness…
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In her kitchen, laurel begins to sense the smell of smoke. 
laurel: I had a little nut tree… 
meg: The weight of all the words for ‘comfort’…
laurel: Nothing would it bear…
meg: All the words for ‘safe’…
laurel: But a silver nutmeg, and a golden…
meg: oh, won’t you heat this, feed this… 
laurel: [registering] That smell…?
meg: Warmed, scented, soft and sweet…
laurel: The king of Spain’s daughter…
meg: To the pit of my long hunger?
laurel: The smell has a name. Smoke.
meg: And it will be a balm…
laurel: Smoke in my swaying kitchen…
meg: A tonic…
laurel: And the heat. Smoke… 
meg: A lusciousness to banish sorrow.
laurel: In my tilting kitchen… Fire in the kitchen! Fire! Fire!

meg remains in the space as laurel flees.
The jars disappear from the bench and are replaced by a state-
of-the-art manual can opener and an unopened tin of tuna. Fresh 
ingredients stand prepped and to hand. There may be boxes, too, 
including, somewhere, one with the words ‘meg—kitchen’ written 
on the side in bold black marker.
meg puts on an apron, then ritually sharpens her kitchen knife 
and we move into:

FIrST HelPINg: eggPlANT 

The time is the recent past, some nine months to a year ago.meg sees 
the can opener on her bench top, and steels herself:

meg: To avoid tears in the kitchen… [She clears laurel’s stuff from 
her work area.] one: Pop your onions into the freezer ten minutes 
before slicing… [She peels the onion.] Two: Chop the onions without 
cutting through the root… Three:






